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New hospitals planned for Horry County, but how many will be approved?
BY CHARLES D. PERRY

CHARLES.PERRY@MYHORRYNEWS.COM

Three healthcare providers want
to build hospitals in Horry County,
but it’s unclear how many will receive state approval to construct
those facilities.
Conway Medical Center and
Tidelands Health on Tuesday be-

All three providers pursuing certificates of need from DHEC
came the latest organizations to announce plans for new local hospitals. CMC aims to build a 50-bed facility on International Drive in Carolina Forest while Tidelands is planning a 36-bed facility at the intersection of S.C. 707 and S.C. 31 on

the South Strand. Those announcements followed McLeod Health’s
news conference last month about
adding a 48-bed hospital at its Carolina Forest campus.
All three providers are pursuing
certificates of need from the state

Department of Health and Environmental Control (DHEC). That approval is needed for the hospitals to
move forward with their construction plans, but it’s not always a
given.
Four years ago, CMC sought to

build an emergency department in
Carolina Forest at the same time
Grand Strand Medical Center and
McLeod did. In 2017, DHEC approved the facilities for McLeod and
Grand Strand but denied CMC’s request, saying the state had already
approved an expansion of CMC’s
HOSPITALS, A2

A CRUEL SUMMER?
Tourism
takes a
hit in MB
BY VIRAJ NAIK

VIRAJ.NAIK@MYHORRYNEWS.COM

As the end of summer approaches, Grand Strand
businesses are reflecting on a
season ravaged by a pandemic.
While visitors and locals
crowded Myrtle Beach during the holiday weekend, the
no vacancy signs lighting up
and a spike in sales for some
is a highlight in what’s been a
tough year for the Grand
Strand’s heavily tourism-dependent economy due to the
COVID-19 crisis.
“It’s just been insane,” said
Catherine Crutchfield, manager of Peaches Corner
restaurant. “Everything’s
constantly changing. We
haven’t really had any help as
far as employees go.”
The pandemic caused a
weekslong shutdown for hotels and public beach accesses, event and flight cancellations, local governments to
enact face mask policies and
folks to hunker down in their
homes. Entertainment venues such as The Carolina
JANET MORGAN | JANET.MORGAN@MYHORRYNEWS.COM Opry reopened last week

Grayson Bondurant of Lack’s Beach Service sets up his station near Pier 14 as the summer season ends in Myrtle Beach on Labor Day weekend. Tourism experts agree the COVID-19
pandemic has left a mark on the economy even though visitors have flocked to the area each holiday weekend since May.
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Settling the hospitality lawsuit impacts residents,
business owners and local governments. Here’s how
FROM STAFF REPORTS

INFO@MYHORRYNEWS.COM

For local governments, settling
the Horry County hospitality fee
lawsuit means freeing up millions
of dollars to help their pandemicstrained budgets.
For many city business owners,
the deal translates into the additional work of making sure they are
charging the right taxes and fees.

And for customers at restaurants
and attractions? They will pay
more for meals and tickets in most
Grand Strand cities.
If the proposed settlement is approved by the court, possibly as
early as Sept. 16, the impact will be
felt across the county in different
ways.

Here’s a breakdown of how:
Your hamburger and water park

tickets could cost more
Under the settlement, the county’s 1.5% fee will again be collected
on all hotel stays, admission tickets and restaurant meals sold
countywide. It has not been collected in local cities since a judge
ruled against the county last year.
What this means is that once the
fee returns, anyone dining at a café
or visiting a theater in Myrtle
Beach or Conway will pay more.

Myrtle Beach, North Myrtle
Beach, Conway and Surfside
Beach each replaced the county’s
fee with their own hospitality taxes
last year, but their levies weren’t as
high as the county’s fee.
That means the increase for
restaurant meals in those cities
will be .5%. The increase will be
1.5% for admission tickets.
Where the rates won’t change is
in the areas of the county that

aren’t part of a city. Restaurants in
places like Carolina Forest, Garden
City and Little River never stopped
charging the county’s hospitality
fee.

Governments will get more money
The settlement is particularly
good for the cities.
The hospitality fee was originally
HOSPITALITY FEE, A3

